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Abstract

Electrostatic interactions between phosphate anions and Toll-like receptor 4 / Myeloid differentiation factor-2 (TLR4/

MD-2) protein complexes of human, murine, equine and canine species were computed. Such knowledge can provide

mechanistic information about recognising LPS-like ligands, since anionic phosphate groups belong to the structural

features of LPS with their diphosphorylated diglucosamine backbone. Sequence composition analyses, electrostatic

interaction potentials and docked energies as well as molecular dynamics studies evaluated the phosphate interactions

within the triangular LPS binding site (wedge). According to electrostatic analyses, human, horse and dog wedges

possess phosphate-binding sites with indistinct positive and negative charge distributions, but the murine wedge

shows a unique strong negative net charge at the site where antagonists bind in other species (Pan). Docking of a

phosphate mono-anion (probe) confirmed its repulsion at this Pan site, but the Pag site of the murine wedge attracted

the probe. It is occupied by phosphate groups of agonists in other species (Pag). Molecular dynamics trajectories show a

variable degree of random walk across the wedges, that is, not following electrostatic preferences (neither Pag nor Pan).

In summary, two opposing electrostatic patterns exist –murine versus human, equine and canine species – all of which

reflect the potential dual activity mode of under-acylated ligands such as lipid IVA.
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Introduction

Gram-negative bacterial LPSs (also known as

‘endotoxin’) as well as lipid A (LA), which constitutes

the lipophilic scaffold (or backbone) of LPS, activate

the innate immune response through TLR4 and

MD-2.1–4 Species-dependent activity has been summar-

ised previously.5,6 LPS of Escherichia coli shows endo-

toxic activities throughout all species. Therefore, its

absence is required for biological medical products

(biopharmaceutical drugs).7 Lipid IVA (L4a), a sub-

structure of LA, has been made available as precursor

of LPS biosynthesis by extraction from natural sources

as well as by total synthesis.1 Elimination of bacterial

contaminants is another way to reduce endotoxicity

risks.8 Structure–activity relationships (SARs) of
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different endotoxins were reviewed in 2010.9 More

recently, a systematic panel of LPS derivatives was

tested for endotoxicity to unravel SARs more system-

atically.10 Other synthetic LPS-like agents with modi-

fied diglucosamine backbone shed light on the

geometrical requirements for endotoxicity upon bind-

ing to the TLR4/MD-2 complex.11,12

Target complex

LPS (Lig) binding to the TLR4/MD-2 complex triggers

the dimerization of the extracellular TLR4/MD-2/Lig

complex (per se a heterotrimer) to form an m-shaped

dimer (TLR4/MD-2/Lig)2. This is thought to be the

structural prerequisite for the species-dependent trans-

membrane-signalling of LPS-like ligands (agonists).13,14

In contrast, antagonistic L4a or Eritoran has not yet

been crystallised as dimer.15,16

In site-directed mutagenesis studies, two murine res-

idues –mLys367B and mArg434B – were replaced by

human hGlu369B and hAsn436B, inferring human

non-responsiveness to the murine cell system and vice

versa.17 Yet, this view is complemented by another

tenet challenging the extracellular contributions to

receptor dimerization to form a (TLR4/MD-2/Lig)2
complex by experimentally determining another

source of complex formation in the ‘intrinsic dimeriza-

tion propensity of transmembrane and/or cytoplasmic

domain(s) of TLR4’.18 The underpinnings of the

present docking study have already been documented

elsewhere.17 Here, we combined our computed findings

with reported experimental data to assess the preferred

locations of anionic phosphate groups on LPS-like

binders.6,17,19,20

A much shorter stretch of counter TLR4* consti-
tutes the wedge border to the left (Figure 1). This

finding allows its N-terminal part to be cut away. The
intersection points between the three wedge sides create
edges which reflect the three contact zones between

TLR4 and TLR4*, or TLR4 and MD-2, as well as
TLR4* and MD-2 (Figure 1). Finally, the two diglu-

cosamine phosphate ester groups show activity-related
binding locations. They always reside in two of the
three edges: either PagPan with Pag for agonists, or

PagPan with Pan for antagonists.5,6 Of note, the bind-
ing locations and mechanisms for non-LPS-like ligands
vary according to the nature of those structures.21,22

Probe design and expected molecular behaviour

The current literature attests that electrostatic interac-
tions produce agonistic or antagonistic activities upon

LPS-like ligand binding.20 The findings included that
TLR4 and MD-2 were necessary to account for species-
dependent ligand recognition.17,19,20,23 Ester phosphor-

ylation of the diglucosamine backbone constitutes a
pharmacophore element of LPS-like ligands and mod-
ulate endotoxin signalling. Phosphate groups are signal

enhancers according to SAR analysis (Figure 2). LA is
the immunoreactive portion of LPS. Both have been
reported as full (or strong) agonists. For these reasons,

the phosphate mono-anion was selected as interaction
probe to evaluate the electrostatic properties within the
empty space in TLR4/MD-2 complexes (wedges).

Electronic (here measured as electrostatic forces
of phosphate probes) and steric features of LPS-like

molecules contribute synergistically to the ligand rec-
ognition by the receptor complex. This non-additive
effect of variable phosphate and fatty-acid attachments

TLR4*

TLR4*

Pag

Pag
PanPan

P

P

gln
gln

O HN O HN
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TLR4

MD-2

MD-2

MD-2*
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Figure 1. Molecular model of dimeric canine TLR4/myeloid differentiation factor-2 (MD-2) receptor complex (left), and schematic
representation of the ‘wedge’ (D).5,6 It was created from the 3D template of a human crystal receptor complex with liganded LPS
(PDB code 3FXI).14 Of note, only one wedge is displayed based on the blue MD-2. The other wedge would reside on the green-
coloured MD-2. The homodimer shows a symmetric ‘m’-shape and is composed of two functional TLR4/MD-2 units (dark and light
blue or grey and green). Horseshoe-shaped TLR4 belongs to the LRR class of proteins (dark blue or grey). Globular MD-2 belongs to
the ‘all b’ (only beta strands) class of proteins with a large lipophilic groove for the binding of fatty-acid chains of LPS-like ligands.
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to the diglucosamine scaffold was systematically

explored.10 It can also be observed with LA of

Capnocytophaga canimorsus with its penta-acylated

diglucosamine-monophosphate backbone. It is at

least 100 times less endotoxic than diphosphorylated

LA from E. coli.3,5 Monophosphorylated LA from

Salmonella enterica showed extremely weak endotoxic

potency. A particular case is the dual mode of action

for L4a. It constitutes a tetra-acylated antagonist in

human species but acts as an endotoxin in murine

cells.15,19,20,23 Moreover, related tetra-acylated LA

monophosphates act as antagonists while pentacyl con-

geners in human cells do not.24

Particular attention was drawn to the presence of a

protruding acyl chain at the dimerization interface

(fatty acid labelled ‘FA 1’, ‘a’ or sometimes ‘c’).14,25

The steric and conformational constraints have been

studied by Zamyatina et al. for the diglucosamine

backbone as well as by Marszalek et al. for disaccha-

ride analogs.11,26 Precisely, the presence of both phos-

phate groups on LA has been found to contribute

to the dimerization of the ‘monomeric’ TLR4/MD-2/

LPS receptor unit into a dimeric (TLR4/MD-2/LPS)2
complex, a prerequisite of endotoxicity (agonism).14 A

recent survey describes four decades of outstanding

research in the hands of renowned scientists concerning

the characterisation and endotoxin activities of LPS

and its congeners, in particular the immunological

activities of LA.27

Species dependency versus ligand dependency

The wedge concepts were based on hitherto known crys-

tal structures and therein considered to be ‘natural’ (i.e.

reasonable or plausible; Table 1). From a certain view

point, the triangle is contoured to the left by the second

or counter TLR4* (chain b, grey line in Figure 1), the

TLR4 to the right (chain a, dark blue line in Figure 1)

and, attached to the latter, the MD-2 at the bottom

(chain c, horizontal light blue line in Figure 1).5 The

diglucosamine scaffold of agonistic L4a is more solvent

exposed compared to antagonistic L4a or Eritoran

(Figure 1).14–16,28–30 Antagonistic L4a is buried deeply

in the hydrophobic pocket of MD-2 and inverted

(flipped) with regard to its agonist pose.5,6,19,23

In human cells, L4a acts as antagonist, and therefore

a monomeric hTLR4/hMD-2/L4a complex is regarded

as ‘natural’ while a constructed (hTLR4/hMD-2/L4a)2
dimer is considered ‘non-natural’ or ill-assembled.

Table 1. Observed biological activities correlated to crystal structures with LPS or its derivatives.

Ligand/species H M e c

LPS Ag

(TLR4/MD-2/LPS)2
‘m’ ‘D’ 3FXI14, 4G8A27

Ag

(TLR4/MD-2/LPS)2
‘m’ ‘D’ 3VQ228

Ag

–

Ag

–

LA Ag

–

Ag (TLR4/MD-2/LA)2
‘m’ ‘D’ 5iJD29

Ag

–

Ag

–

L4a An

(–/MD-2/L4a)1
‘u’ ‘–’ 2E5930

Ag (TLR4/MD-2/L4a)2
‘m’ ‘D’ 3VQI28

(Ag)

–

(An)

–

Eri An

(TLR4/MD-2/Er)1
‘>’ 2Z6515

An– An

–

An

–

Ag: agonist; An: antagonist, partial or weak activity (Ag/An); ‘m’: m-shaped dimer; ‘u’: u-shaped MD-2; D: a complete wedge;

>: an incomplete or open wedge without TLR4*; –: only MD-2 is present; LA: lipid A; L4a: lipid IVA; Eri: Eritoran.6

SAR

P LPS

LA

LA

P

P P

P

P

Results

Inactive

Active

Active

Figure 2. Structure–activity relationships of the immunoreac-
tive portion of LPS and its substructure, lipid A (LA). Two
Ps represent a diphosphorylated congener, while one P denotes
a monophosphoryl derivative. The single P symbolises the
H2PO4

– probe in the present study.
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In contrast, L4a is an agonist in murine cells, and there-
fore a dimeric (mTLR4/mMD-2/L4a)2 is considered
‘natural’. This observation implied that phosphate
alone could distinguish between the (four) species.
Each species would accommodate two phosphates
into an agonistic constellation (PagPan and Pag) or
antagonistic constellation (PagPan and Pan) in full
correspondence to its endotoxic activity. Assuming
such species-dependent behaviour driven by phos-
phates alone would clearly contradict the mere fact
that certain diphosphorylated LPS-like ligands only
act as either agonists or antagonists regardless of the
species (species independency). The dual activity of
under-acylated precursor L4a also hints at the oversim-
plification of this assumption (Table 2).

Methods

Canine TLR4/MD-2 receptor generation by
homology modelling

The TLR4/MD-2 sequences of all four studied species
are homologous, with identity scores higher than 60%.

The canine TLR4/MD-2 receptor complex has not
been solved by X-ray (Table 1). With identity scores
of 73% and 71% for TLR4 and MD-2, respectively, it
was generated like the horse model.6,31

Preparing the wedge for molecular modelling

Available crystal structures were gathered, and their
relevance was assessed by biochemical reasoning
(Table 1).32 The literature lists all the experimentally
determined TLR4/MD-2 complexes.5 In 2016, a new
structure was released with PDB code 5IJD.29 As a
most valuable asset, it confirmed the observation that
agonists constitute dimeric complexes whereas antagonist
ligands do not. At all times, the template (3FXI) served as
reference of superposition (MagicFit, Matchmaker).32–34

Instead of complete dimeric complexes (shorthand
notations: (TLR4/MD-2)2 or TLR4/MD-2/TLR4*/
MD-2*), truncated dimeric complexes were prepared
for human, mouse, horse and dog (h, m, e, c
short_TLR4*/TLR4/MD-2). To this end, the tem-
plate’s MD-2* (chain d in 3FXI) was removed using
Swiss PDB Viewer (Figure 3).33 After truncation, our
four shorter TLR4* models provided for the following
sequence segments: hSer312b to hCys627b, mSer310b
to mPhe621b, eSer312b to ePhe624b and cSer311b to
cCys627b. Having three huge proteins engaged in bind-
ing the shorter TLR4* models saved simulation resour-
ces (software and hardware).

Assigning atom charges to study the electrostatic
interactions

Modelling tools under academic licences were used
for loading atomic charges as required by each

Table 2. Correlation between endotoxic effects, ligand struc-
ture and tested organisms. Ligand dependency combined with
species independency for LPS or LA as opposed to species
dependency and ligand independency for L4a.

Endotoxic

activity Observed for In cells of

Dependency

on

Dual L4a h, m Species

Single LPS, LA, Eritoran h, m, e, c Ligands

Agonism LPS, LA h, m, e, c Ligands

Antagonism Eritoran h, m, e, c Ligands

[TLR4*/MD-2*] [TLR4/MD-2]
([TLR4/MD-2]2)

[TLR4*/-] [TLR4/MD-2] [short TLR4*/-] [TLR4/MD-2]
or  [short TLR4*/TLR4/MD-2] 

Complete dimeric from
(two interaction interfaces)

Dimeric form without MD-2*
and TLR4* segment

(one interaction interfaces)

Dimeric form without MD-2*
(one interaction interfaces)

MD-2 MD-2 MD-2MD-2*
- MD-2*

TLR4 TLR4 TLR4TLR4* TLR4* short
TLR4*

-TLR4*
segment

Figure 3. Wedge model preparation for molecular simulations. First, the counter MD-2* was removed from the structure (left to
centre), leaving only one complete wedge. Then, the N-terminal part of the TLR4* was cut out because it does not contribute to LPS-
like ligand binding (Figure 2). The model, although with a shorter TLR4*, constitutes a complete interaction unit (wedge) with all
amino acids for LPS-like ligand binding.
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molecular application. Prior to docking under AD4,35

we calculated Gasteiger charges for all amino acids and
the phosphate probe.36 For simulations in the Tripos
force field (FF)37 under Sybyl,38 we loaded Kollman-
united charges for the amino acids. For interaction
potential (IAP) studies, the Tripos atom types were
converted into MMFF96 atom types, and the atomic
charges came from the MMFF96 FF39 under MOE.40

For the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, the
phosphate model was retrieved at the PRODRG
repository (Figure 4).41 Under physiological pH
and equilibrium conditions, speciation leads to a 1:1
mixture of mono- and di-anionic phosphate groups
(H2PO4

–$H1þHPO4
2–, pKa 7.21).42 The mono-

anionic form was used for simulations as a trade-off
between electrostatic attractions through anions and
the potential formation of hydrogen bond networks.

The inorganic phosphate ion (Pi) shows two hydroxyl
groups P–O–H with H-donor functions, as well as
one negatively charged O¼P–O– group with two

H-acceptor functions. The built-in partial charges of
PRODRG follow the inductive and mesomeric effects
under ideal vacuum or homogenous solvent conditions.
Here, however, the effective atomic charges had to
reflect the polarisation effects at the very moment of
non-covalent asymmetric binding between cationic argi-
nine or lysine and the Pi probe. It also constitutes a

strong Lewis base, thereby inducing asymmetric charge
redistribution on the functional groups of mono-cationic
side chains (Figure 4). The a priori charge assignments
under FF applications cannot reflect the increased dipo-
lar moment by charge–charge inductions upon close
contact to functional side chains. Thus, a subtle

change was introduced on one oxygen atom, keeping
the molecular net charge at –1: the charge-modified
ion yielded a dipole moment of 8.29 Debye compared
to the standard value of 8.16 Debye for H2PO4

–

(Figure 4).

Sequence analyses and electrostatic IAPs

To locate charge differences, IAP maps were generated
employing licensed MOE software.40 This method per-
mits the visualisation of attractive and repulsive inter-
actions between a Pi probe and the molecular surface.
To this end, the electrostatic fields were colour coded:

blue for positive and red for negative charges, and
white for uncharged hydrophobic propensities. The
Surfaces and Maps menu of MOE was applied to dis-
play electrostatic properties of the side chains in the
wedges based on MMFF94 FF partial charges.39

Binding site evaluation and binding energy
estimations

The Tripos FF was applied for numerical determina-
tion of such electrostatic properties in form of pure

Coulomb energies (CE; Kcal/mol) with the default
cut-off value for non-bonded interactions (8 Å).37,38

Standard geometry optimisation without electrostatics
was applied first until convergence was reached (crite-
rion: local minima of potential energies). Then,
the electrostatic equation term was activated for a

one-run self-consistent field test (1SCF) to explore the
charge attraction and repulsion forces experienced in
the presence of the phosphate mono-anion. 1SCF was
crucial to create physical systems of atoms with molec-
ular uniformity (controlling all degrees of freedom)
and thereby avoiding the introduction of rotational

and translational noise, all of which allows direct com-
parison of the energy values on all levels of study:
(a) the same site (either Pag, Pan or PagPan) for

(0.24) H(a)

(b)

(c)

(0.24) H

(0.127)

H (0.24)

H (0.748)

H (0.298)

H (0.013)

O (–0.325)

P

H (0.013)

(–1.306)

(–0.794) O

O (–0.325)

O– (–0.888)

H (0.298)N+(–0.471)

H (0.24)

H (0.85)

(–0.87)(–0.11)

(–0.26)

(0.09)(0)

(0)

(0) (0)

(0)

(0.34)

N

NN

+

Figure 4. Assignment of partial charges for MD simulations:
(a) arginine in the wedge; (b) lysine in the wedge; (c) phosphate
mono-anion as molecular probe (H2PO4

–). Panels (a) and
(b) were derived from standard force-field parameters (Arg:
H¼ 0.85, N¼ –0.87; Lys: H¼ 0.748, N¼ –0.471 in GROMOS
force field as implemented in GROMACS43,44), while panel (c)
was slightly modified from the phosphate model of PRODRG.41
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species-dependency tests, and (b) the same species (one
of h, m, e or c) for site-specificity tests. As a direct
result, the electrostatic term quantities were extracted
from the total CE of the FF equations: CEliganded–
CEunliganded¼CEligand. Of note, prior to calculation,
the bond types had to be adopted to suit the Tripos
atom type parameterisations: P–O–H and P–O(–) as
single bonds, and P¼O as double bond.37

Auto-dock v4.2 and MGL tools were applied for Pi
docking into the three crystallographic observed bind-
ing regions of the wedge (PagPan, Pag or Pan).35 To
this end, a box size of 40 Å�40 Å�40 Å was chosen to
give the phosphate the opportunity to explore the space
around the three binding regions and to move away.5

The grid-projected electrostatic potentials were visual-
ised in the box to demonstrate that in an overall pos-
itive attraction field governs mouse Pag, in contrast to
its Pan site. This situation is inverted in human Pag and
Pan sites (Figures 9–12). The phosphate mono-anion
was placed at Pag, Pan or PagPan of the complete
wedge (D) as its start position.5 Certain docking set-
up parameters adopted non-standard values to further
local search at the sites: tran0 with the initial coordi-
nates; quaternion0 1 0 0 0 for initial ligand orientation;
dihe0 0. 0. for two rotatable bonds with initial dihe-
drals; torsdof 2 for torsional degrees of freedom of two
rotatable bonds at P–O–H substructure; axisangle0 0 0
0 0 0 0 for initial docking orientation at the start posi-
tion; tstep 0.05 for very small translational steps (Å) for
exhaustive docking at the start position; and qstep and
dstep 0.05 for very small bond rotations (torsional
steps) around the start conformation. The docking sim-
ulations were carried out merely to observe whether the
mono-anionic phosphate probe would stay at its crys-
tallographic defined binding site (as it would do as part
of LPS or LA) or move far away and eventually
towards another site (as it would do as part of L4a):
from start position Pag (Pan) towards Pan (Pag,
respectively). Under these premises, docking evaluated
the probe’s preferential binding sites (Pag vs. Pan for
LA vs. L4a).

MD simulations

Classical MD is a well-accepted computational tool to
evaluate and observe the behaviour of proteins in
water, and to analyse the interaction of these biochem-
ical macromolecules with small molecules.43 The clas-
sical Newton’s equations of motion of the interacting
particles are integrated to generate the time evolution
of the system. Then, within the framework of the
statistical mechanics, the properties of interest are cal-
culated as time averages.44 The total potential energy
of the system is modelled through bonded and non-
bonded terms containing the intra- and intermolecular

interactions: bond, angle and torsional terms as well as
Van der Waals and Coulomb interactions are included.
The potential energy function, fed by a specific set of
parameters, constitutes the FF.45 Temperature and
pressure conditions are set by thermostat and barostat
algorithms designed to control the thermodynamic
state of the system.43

Under the FF of Gromos v53a6 in the GROMACS
5.0 package,46,47 the multimeric molecular receptor
complex TLR4*/TLR4/MD-2/2H2PO4– containing
the wedge with a shortened TLR4* was placed in the
centre of a cubic water box (SPCE model). The wedge
with a shortened TLR4* was treated by steepest
descent energy minimisation, followed by 200,000
steps of NVT and 300,000 steps of NPT, both at
310K for equilibration. MD was run using NPT at
310K for 100 ns (50,000,000 steps, dt¼2 fs or
0.002 ps, leap-frog as numerical integrator). The result-
ing trajectories were analysed with VMD software.48

For the construction of new ligands that are not
found in the Gromacs standards or to modify an exist-
ing one, the following steps have to be taken. First, the
topology file is built in two ways, using a server such as
Automatic Topology Builder49 or PRODRG.41 The
latter was used to build the topology from the PDB
or GRO structure input files and obtain the output in
Gromos format that can be included in the topology
files. Second, the connections of the atoms in the mol-
ecule were constructed by hand and a set of new
parameters was proposed. This new set of parameters
can be calculated with the help of quantum chemistry
or through methodologies designed to develop new
FF.50 The justification for the atomic partial charges
loaded on the phosphate moieties were the increasing
dipole moment of the H2PO4- anion such that with the
charge loaded in GROMOS the average dipole
moment is 8.16 Debye units, albeit with the charges
that we loaded the average dipole moment was 8.29,
a mere slight increase as reported.50 They showed that
slight modifications of the dipole moment of the probe
favours the fit between calculated and experimental
data. Charge assignment for electrostatic interactions
play a crucial role which also applies at protein inter-
faces. This adjustment was carried out at the beginning
during trial runs.

Results and discussion

Determination of the phosphate-binding sites in the
wedge

The molecular interaction between probe and target
models took place in the wedge. The phosphate mono-
anion start poses (Pag, Pan and PagPan) were created by
extracted them from the available crystal structures
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(3FXI for Pag and PagPan; 2Z65 for Pan and PanPag).

Themurine Pag andPagPan sites (3VQ2, 5IJD)matched

perfectly with the human sites (3FXI, 4G8a). Hence,

they were readily merged into the two homology

models of horse and dog. As a minimalist messenger,

the Pi probe moved around in the wedge according to

electrostatic repulsions or attractions.

Studying the differential amino acids for all

four species

In order to establish a possible charge-position depen-

dency, the net charges of the Pag and Pan sites were

determined (Table 3). The canine charge distribution is

identical to the human one, while the equine distribu-

tion with its overall positive electrostatic features

resembles more the positively charged mouse and

human systems. As a direct consequence, the four spe-

cies form two clusters according to the overall charge

distributions in the four wedges (Table 3, cf. h, e, c vs.

m; two last columns): the total charge at the Pag site

depends on the presence of MD-2, either alone in the

monomeric, antagonistic wedge (chain c, >; last two

columns in Table 3) or with TLR4* in the dimeric,
agonistic wedge (chains b and c; D; last two columns
in Table 3). The total charge at the Pag site depends on
the presence of one TLR4 alone (chain a, >) or both
TLR4 proteins (chains a and b; D). In the cited litera-
ture, the horse and dog systems have been recognised
as partial (or weakly acting) agonist or antagonist,
respectively. Since the PagPan site is more conserved
among the species and always occupied by one phos-
phate group of the diglucosamine backbone of either
agonists or antagonists (providing for acronym
PagPan), there is no need to compare it (Table 3).

As a direct result, two wedge types with different
electrostatic properties were detected: (a) human,
equine as well as canine wedges possess Pag and
Pan sites with positive and negative point charges,
but (b) only the murine wedge shows a very strong
positive total charge at Pag and a unique strong neg-
ative net charge at Pan sites (–1). Each chain contrib-
utes differently in each species to the overall (net)
charge (see left columns in Table 3). Chains a and b
do not show any species-specificities (neither for Pag
nor for Pan) because their residue composition is

Table 3. Differential charge contributions of the three proteins (TLR4, TLR4* and MD-2) at the Pag or Pan sites for all four species
(human, mouse, horse and dog).

TLR4 (a) TLR4* (b) MD-2 (c) Net charges

Species Pag Pan Pag Pan Pag Pan Pag Pan

h þ2¼
Lys362a

Lys341a

– þ1¼–1þ 1þ1

Glu369b

Lys388b

Arg435b

–1 Glu439b – þ2¼Arg90c

Lys122c

þ2

a >
L4a Eri

þ2

c >
L4a, Eri

þ3

a,b D
LPS, LA

þ1

b,c D
LPS, LA

m þ2¼ Lys360a

Lys341a

– þ3¼1þ 1þ1

Lys367b

Lys433b

Arg434b

–1 Glu437b – 0¼1–1

Arg90c

Glu122c

þ2

a >
Eri

0

c >
Eri

þ5

a,b D
LPS, LA, L4a

–1

b,c D
LPS, LA, L4a

e þ3¼
Lys363a

Arg342a

Arg385a

– þ1¼–1þ 1þ1 Glu370b

Lys389b

Lys436b

–1 Asp440b – þ2¼
Arg90c

Arg122c

þ3

a >
Eri

þ2

c >
Eri

þ4

a,b D
LPS, LA, (L4a)

þ1

b,c D
LPS, LA, (L4a)

c þ2¼ Lys362a

Arg384a

– þ1¼–1þ 1þ1

Asp369b

Lys388b

Lys435b

–1 Asp439b – þ2¼Arg90c

Arg122C

þ2

a >
(L4a), Eri

þ2

c >
(L4a), Eri

þ3

a,b D
LPS, LA

þ1

D
LPS, LA

All side chains orient towards the monomeric (>) or dimeric (D) wedge. Last two columns show the net charges with the chains (a, b and c) to which

the net charges belong. For each species, two cases exist (horizontal line) to distinguish the>or D wedges. The data were taken from the respective

liganded crystal structures with their ligands (Eritoran, L4a, LA or LPS). (L4a) indicates dual effects of L4a.
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basically the same (no differential amino acids). Chain
b, however, contributes at the Pag site in a species-
specific way: for human, equine and canine organisms
with an electrostatic balance of ‘þ1¼–1þ 1þ1’ versus
‘þ3¼1þ 1þ1’ for mice (column 4 in Table 3). The
electrostatic features also reflect the fact that L4a
acts as antagonist in human cells. Moreover, in
horse and dog systems, L4a acts with very weak activ-
ities, that is, with difficulties to designate partial
antagonism or agonism.3

Comparing published interaction models and present
advances

The human, murine and equine wedge models were
revised, and two more phosphate-interacting residues
were added (underlined residues in Figure 5).6 The dif-
ferential amino acids in the canine wedge are presented
for the first time (Figure 5). The implementation of the
wedge concept allowed the following three interpreta-
tions. (1) The only subunit that can contact both sites
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Figure 5. Wedge residues interacting with the locations of the dephosphorylated glucosamine backbone (P1-Gln1-Gln2-P2) for
human, mouse, equine and canine organisms. The underlined amino acids had not yet been reported in our previous work.5,6
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(Pag and Pan) is TLR4* in the dimerization interface.

The PagPan sites of the four species show the same

total charge (þ2). Always present are two lysine resi-

dues (mLys263aþmLys360a; eLys264aþeLys363a;

cLys264aþcLys362a) or a combination of lysine with

arginine residues (hLys362aþhArg264a). (2) While

the Pan site can be formed by residues of MD-2

alone (hLys58c, hArg90c, mAsn58c, mArg90c,

eArg58c, eArg90c, cLys58c, cArg90c), the Pag site

cannot exist without the interplay with residues from

TLR4* (hLys388b, hGln436b, mSer386b, mArg434b,

eLys389b, eGln437b, cLys388b, cGln436b). (3) The

chains a and c (TLR4, MD-2) are too far away from

Pan and Pag, so they cannot contribute with their side

chains (Table 3).

Mapping the electrostatic IAPs

IAP maps were generated for all four species. The four

wedges were screened by H2PO4
– as probe. The counter

TLR4* is present in all murine crystal structures

(Table 1 and Figure 6). In contrast, it is only present

in human crystal structures if complexed to LPS or LA

but not with co-crystallised antagonists such as L4a

or Eritoran (Table 1 and Figure 7). In view of biolog-

ical (function) units packed into crystal unit cells,

the human MD-2 protein appears in a different confor-

mation than in the complete wedge (Table 1 and

Figure 8).5 It was assumed that it must have suffered

from crystal package deformation. After structure

alignments in space, five crystal complexes with agonist

poses pinpointed the site of PagPan (3FXI, 4G8A,

3VQ1, 3VQ2 and 5IJD). Hence, PanPag (from 2E59)

was deprecated. In earlier reports, the antagonist pose

had already been characterised by two features: (a) the

GlcN2 phosphate P2 occupies the Pan site, and (b) the

diglucosamine backbone (GlcN1-GlcN2) is horizontal-

ly flipped with respect to the agonist pose.5,14

Figure 6. Display of the murine wedge (3VQ2, 5IJD; D in
Table 1). The surfaces of the amino acids are colour coded by
their electrostatic properties (red: anionic/acidic; blue: cationic/
basic; and white: non-polar/hydrophobic). The three cycles
locate the sites which interact with the two phosphate groups on
the diglucosamine scaffold of LPS-like ligands. Two combinations
have been crystallographic observed: PagPan (yellow) and Pag
(black) occupied by both phosphate groups of agonists; or
PagPan and Pan (green) for phosphate groups of antagonists.
It can be seen that the Pan site is a very unfavourable place
for anions.

Figure 7. Display of the human wedge (3FXI, 4G8A; D in
Table 1) with the counter TLR4*. The surfaces of the amino acids
are colour coded by their electrostatic properties (red: anionic/
acidic; blue: cationic/basic; and white: non-polar/hydrophobic).
The Pag site (black cycle) exercises a strong attraction (þ3 net
charges; Table 1) complying with its physiological function to
signal LPS binding into the cell. The Pan site (green cycle) is less
privileged with a mixed (blue and red) charge distribution. When
the complex is liganded by LPS-like antagonists, the TLR4* is not
present in all hitherto published crystal structures (Figure 6 for
crystal data).

Figure 8. Display of the incomplete human wedge (3FXI, 2ZG5;
> in Table 1) without counter TLR4*. The surfaces of the amino
acids are colour coded by their electrostatic properties (red:
anionic/acidic; blue: cationic/basic; and white: non-polar/hydro-
phobic). The Pan and PagPan sites (green and yellow cycles) mark
the locations of the phosphates on the diglucosamine backbone
of LPS-like antagonists. When co-crystallised with antagonists,
the liganded complexes are not dimeric, and the resulting wedge
remains incomplete (missing TLR4*,>or – in Table 1). This is the
case for L4a with its rare dual activity (Figure 6).
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Simulating phosphate binding and electrostatic

energies

In order to reflect L4a’s dual activity, we expected

that the electrostatic energies could be ranked in a

species-specific order to reflect two differential poses:

(a) the antagonist pose in human receptor complex

would mean that Pan >> Pag and Pan � PagPan;

and (b) the agonist pose in case of murine complexes

with Pan >> Pag and Pan � PagPan. The computed

values reproduced the attraction order: –34 >> –22

and –34 � –35, or –27 >> –14 and –27 � –20, respec-

tively (Table 4). As a most valuable asset, these esti-

mated electrostatic quantities of the probe are in good

keeping with the sequence composition analysis (Table

3). Both studies hint at an explanation of why the

murine wedge is exceptional among the four species.

It exclusively accommodates phosphate anions at its

Pag site because it possesses two sites with opposite

net charges at extreme values: (a) the highest positive

net charge of all with þ5 at Pag; and (b) the –1 negative

charge at its Pan site. Of all sites from all four species,

this site uniquely exercises electrostatic repulsion for

incoming phosphate anions which is then trapped at

Pag under the strongest attraction forces (þ5).
For murine and equine wedges, Pag was found to be

more attractive than Pan sites (Table 4). This finding

reflects that upon binding, L4a acts as agonist. Sharp

potential cliffs were observed for all Pan sites when

the probe was displaced by distances of > 2 [A�].
These energy fluctuations were a direct consequence

of the fact that all Pan sites are very narrow. Hence,

small movements were either detrimental due to Van-

der-Waals contacts or favourable thanks to hydrogen

bonding to amino-acid side chains. At the Pag and
PagPan sites, however, H-bond networking was not

observed because of the larger distances to the sur-

rounding wedge residues. Since two phosphates are

separated by the diglucosamine backbone, the fact

that the Pan sites are extremely sensitive to phosphate

displacements (potential energy cliffs), while occupying

the Pag site provides more spatial tolerance, may be

linked to the fact that LPS-like antagonists have not
yet been crystallised in dimeric forms, that is, without a

counter TLR4* (incomplete wedge forms ‘>’or ‘–’).

The strongest electrostatic forces between Pag and

Pan consistently correlate with the dual activity of

L4a: Pag with the highest values for agonistic murine

and equine systems, Pan with the highest values for

antagonistic human systems. The electrostatic behav-

iour of the canine system remains unclear – a fact
that may relate to its unclear activity profile; its desig-

nation to partial antagonism is doubtful.3

Observing the probe movements by receptor docking

simulations

Docking results showed ligand affinities in the range

of one- to two-digit millimolarities at all three sites

and all four species. The final solutions could be

grouped into no more than three clusters of docked

poses (criterion: RMSD < 0.5 Å). The most populated

cluster was always identical with the best scoring sol-
utions (80–90 out of 100). The results could be inter-

preted and kept in line with the results obtained by

all other methods: the crystallographic-determined

locations of the (two) phosphate groups on the diglu-

cosamine scaffold of LPS-like ligands (Pag, Pan and

PagPan) also qualified as favourable binding sites

during docking, regardless of species. The phosphate

Table 4. Electrostatic energy estimations under the Tripos force
field (Kcal/mol).

Species Pag Pan PagPan

h –22 >0 to –34 –35

m –27 >0 to –17 –20

e –27 >0 to –24 –34

c –24 >0 to –17 –30

The negative values within the energy ranges reflect poses with hydrogen

bonds. In the first and second row the differences between Pag and Pan

are most significant.

Table 5. Docking of H2PO4
– into the three crystallographic observed phosphate-binding sites. The solutions

(100 runs) were RMSD clustered.

Species Pag Pan PagPan

h Staying nearby Staying nearby Staying nearby*

m Staying nearby Moving away (8 to 15) towards Pag (all) Staying nearby*

e Staying nearby Moving away (8 to 15) towards

Pag (1st cluster)

Staying nearby

C Staying nearby Moving away (8 to 15) towards

Pag (2nd cluster) and PagPan (1st cluster)

Staying nearby

The start positions (Pag and PagPan) were successfully re-docked, while major displacements occurred at Pan, given in Å.

*Also tested for PanPag site.
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Figure 9. Visualisation of the þ1 charge attraction fields from
residues in the murine wedge calculated by AD4 (for a 40 Å�40
Å�40 Å box). TLR4 (green ribbons, right), counter TLR4* (red
ribbons, left) and MD-2 (light blue ribbons, bottom) contour the
broadly triangular cavity. The three sites are marked with a
H2PO4

– mono-anion: Pan (VDW volume, left), PagPan (sticks,
right) and Pag (half space-filled, top, midsection). The murine Pag
site is under the influence of the positive net charge (q ¼ þ1)
which visualises the strong attraction field (grey to black wire
frames). The mono-anionic probe prefers the position marked by
the phosphate model at Pag. The field lines (wire frames) were
drawn only for q ¼ þ1, and lines for 0 < q < þ1 would expand
to reach the probe model at Pag, but such lines would hide the
molecular structures from display.

Figure 10. Visualisation of the –1 charge attraction fields from
residues in the murine wedge calculated by AD4 (for a 40 Å�40
Å�40 Å box). TLR4 (green ribbons, right), counter TLR4* (red
ribbons, left) and MD-2 (light blue ribbons, bottom) contour the
broadly triangular cavity. The three sites are marked with a
H2PO4

– mono-anion: Pan (VDW volume, left), PagPan (sticks,
right) and Pag (half space-filled, top). The murine Pan site is
almost completely engulfed in the negatively charged (q ¼ –1)
attraction fields (grey to black wire frames). The mono-anionic
probe (q ¼ –1) cannot approach and will make its way to the Pag
site (top, midsection) which is completely free of negative elec-
trostatic fields, that is, no wire frames contouring it. Compared
to Figure 9, Pag lies way off the field lines (wire frames) on the
top right corner of the box (top, almost centre).

Figure 11. Visualisation of the þ1 charge attraction fields from
residues in the human wedge calculated by AD4 (for a 40 Å�40
Å�40 Å box). TLR4 (green ribbons, right), counter TLR4* (red
ribbons, left) and MD-2 (light blue ribbons, bottom) contour the
broadly triangular cavity. The three sites are marked with a
H2PO4

– mono-anion: Pan (VDW volume, left), PagPan (sticks,
right) and Pag (half space-filled, top). A complete human wedge
(D) exercises less attraction to phosphate anions than the murine
one (Figure 9). The Pag site (top) interacts favourably with a
negative probe, since it is under the influence of the positive net
charge (q¼þ1), that is, the field lines (wire frames) reach and
overlap in parts with Pag (top, midsection) on the top right
corner of the box.

Figure 12. Visualisation of the –1 charge attraction fields from
residues in human wedge calculated by AD4 (for a 40 Å�40
Å�40 Å box). TLR4 (green ribbons, right) counter TLR4* (red
ribbons, left) and MD-2 (light blue ribbons, bottom) contour the
approximately triangular cavity. The three sites are marked with a
H2PO4

– mono-anion: Pan (VDW volume, left), PagPan (sticks,
right) and Pag (half space-filled, top). In the presence of TLR4*,
there is a strong repulsive force at Pan. Hence, a complete
human wedge (D) is likely to exist only for agonistic LPS-like
ligands occupying Pag and PagPan with their dephosphorylated
diglucosamine backbone. The triangular shape of the wedge is
formed by the three phosphate interaction sites: (a) Pag, on the
top right corner of the box; (b) PagPan way down, buried in
the cleft to its right, almost centre; and (c) Pan, leftmost phos-
phate model, which lies halfway on the z-axis (third dimension in
the flat picture) between PagPan at the bottom and Pag at the
top.
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only moved into receptor regions that were adjacent to

one of these three sites (within 3 Å). This is a most

convincing finding regarding the enormous space avail-

able and the huge contact surfaces on the complete

wedges (D). In the human and mouse models, the out-

come confirmed the previous results. In the murine

model (D), the probe did not stay at its initial site

(Pan), and the best-scoring final solutions were found

near the Pag site (Table 5). In the human system, the

Pan was the preferred site. Equine and canine results

were inconclusive, albeit consistent in a way that hints

again at their weak or doubtful activities.
The electrostatic attraction and repulsion forces

were simulated and visualised by docking simulation

of the phosphate mono-anion probe in the wedge

of the four species. The probe moved away from

the site which binds antagonists (Pan) in the murine

wedge due to a unique strong negative net charge.

Instead, the probe finally attached to the murine Pag

site (Table 5 and Figure 9). The analyses of the elec-

trostatic distributions in the human, horse and dog

wedges revealed that they can be grouped together.

So, a need arose to contrast murine against human

positive and negative charge distributions for their

remarkable distinctions (Figures 9–12).

Observing the probe movements by MD simulations

The different MD trajectories for each mono-anionic

phosphate (at Pag and PagPan) in human and murine

wedges were displayed (Figure 13). The probe interac-

tions for human and mouse were stable at average

distance of about 2.5 Å during 100 ns of simulation

time (rightmost inlays in Figure 13). All time frames

(simulation steps) were superimposed to document the

preferential positions (phosphate interaction zones)

during 100 ns for the four species. Although the

equine wedge has an arginine-rich Pan site, the latter
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Figure 13. Trajectories of phosphate mono-anion inside the murine (positive control, dimeric receptor, top) and human (negative
control, monomeric receptor, bottom) wedge. Left: Trajectory for phosphate with start position at the Pag site. Centre: Trajectory for
phosphate with the start position at the PagPan site. Right: Interaction distances plots (distance in Å on y-axes) in function of time (ns,
x-axes) between phosphates and the wedge residues. Topmost plots: Phosphate interaction distances with murine wedge residues.
Bottom most plots: Phosphate interaction distances with human wedge residues. Red line: trajectory during the first third. White line:
trajectory during the second third. Blue line: trajectory during the last third. Each letter labels a species (h: human; m: mouse).
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is not visited by any phosphate mono-anion which cor-

responds to an agonist behaviour.
In the human wedge model, the mono-anionic phos-

phate interacts with the hLys388b residue at Pag

(Figure 5). It belongs to chain b (TLR4*) which is
absent in crustal structures of antagonistic ligands

(negative control). Residue mLys341a interacted clear-

ly with the Pi probe at the Pag site and the other with
mLys360a at the PagPan site in mice as the positive

control (Table 6).

Interpretation of the simulation results

Since human, equine and canine systems act along a
single mode of action, they all can be grouped together

because their sites have positive net charges allowing

the attraction of phosphates. In contrast, the murine
wedge hosts a unique negative overall charge at Pan

(Table 7). Particularly, its agonist position of phos-
phate (Pag) is strongly favoured because it exercises

the strongest attraction among all three sites: Pag >
PagPan > Pan, or Pag >> Pan. Therefore, it must be
qualified as an exceptional binding site, albeit only

attractive for L4a – but why not for other LPS-like

ligands? The fact that ligands other than L4a do not
get trapped into this position hints at new possibilities

of explaining the exceptional case of L4a. Finally, it is

safe to say that other structural features overcompen-

sate the electrostatic forces, resulting in a species-

dependent distinction between murine Pag and

human Pan sites (last column in Table 7).
In view of the results, our reported differential amino

acids5,6 were revised for the human and murine systems

(Figure 14). We identified murine versus human residue

pairs counteracting with bound LPS-like ligands due to

opposing net charges – mArg266A versus hGly267A,

mLys367B versus hGlu369B and mGlu122C versus

h Lys122C – while the following pairs act in the same

direction to stabilise the common phosphate position

to all agonists and antagonists – mLys263A and

hArg264A, mArg337A and hAsn339A, mGln339A

and hLys341, and finally mLys360A and hLys362A.

It makes sense that on the chain, a side of the wedge

(TLR4) to which chain c with its LPS-binding pocket is

attached to (MD-2), all amino acids work in the same

direction to stabilise the phosphate binding common to

LPS-like agonists and antagonists. In contrast, on the

opposite side of the wedge, chain b (counter TLR4*),

there are the differentiating residues, namely mLys367

versus hGlu369 in cooperativity with mGlu122C versus

hLys122C on chain c at the bottom of the wedge

Table 6. Expected and calculated location (positional preferences) of two phosphates in the
wedge, with anionic hGlu439b, mGlu437b, eAsp440b and cAsp439b in the model (short TLR4*/
TLR4/MD-2).

Species Expected location Computed location

Human (h) Antagonist

Negative control with TLR4*

Pag > not Pan

PagPan > PagPan

Not antagonist

Pag > Pag(Lys341a)

Pag > Pag(Lys388b)

PagPan > Pag(Lys341a)

PagPan > PagPan(Lys362a)

PagPan > PagPan(Asn383a)

Murine (m) Agonist

Positive control

with TLR4*

Pag > Pag

PagPan > PagPan

Agonist

Pag > Pag(Lys341a)

PagPan > PagPan(Lys263a)

PagPan > PagPan(Lys360a)

Equine (e) Agonist

Positive control

with TLR4*

Pag > Pag

PagPan > PagPan

Agonist

Pag > Pag(Arg385a)

PagPan > PagPan(Lys363a)

Canine (c) Antagonist

Negative control with TLR4*

Pag > not Pan

PagPan > PagPan

Not antagonist

Pag > Pag(Lys388b)

Pag > Pag(Gly363a)

PagPan > Pag(Arg384a)

PagPan > PagPan(Lys362a)

Residues are labelled by the ID number of equine sequence PDB5 and by their chain letter a, b or c (a: TLR4; b:

TLR4*; c: MD-2). Almost all interactions fulfil the expectation value (see 3rd column), except underlined inter-

actions: opposed to expectation (see 2nd column).5 The ‘ > ’ is a short form for an arrow symbol ‘!’, from initial

location Pag to new location Pan: Pag > Pan.
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(pocket entry to MD-2). This can explain why the dimer-
ization mediated by the LPS-like ligands forms a dimeric
receptor system in the case of agonists by ion interac-
tions, while in the opposite case, antagonists fail to
bridge the two TLR4 proteins. The second TLR4 with
its attached MD-2 either leaves or never come in close
contact to form the dimer which is believed to trigger the
transmembrane signalling, thereby starting the endotoxic
pathway downstream into the cells as part of the innate
immune system. In addition, non-conserved methionine
on chain b, mMet417B, is larger than other residues at
the equivalent position and thereby could already cause
steric hindrance for the non-substituted ligand L4a in the
murine case.51 Besides the differences on the TLR4 pro-
teins, MD-2 may contribute with its species-specific res-
idues at position 122. From an evolutionary perspective,

it is remarkable how the same and identical protein
(TLR4) is taken twice, with one concave side (inward
face of TLR4) and one convex side (outward face of
counter TLR4*) to continue evolving to either keep the
phosphates (PagPan) or distinguish between two
phosphate-binding sites (Pag or Pan). This way, the
very same gene product, its expression and its corre-
sponding protein structure serve two opposing biological
functions, all of which makes heritage less error prone
and saves up metabolic energies for the living cells.

The following five observations underscore the use-
fulness of the wedge models:

1. Comparing Pag to Pan for all four organisms, the
Pag sites are always equally or more positively
charged than the Pan sites.

h m h

Lys362 Lys360

Lys341 Gln339

Asn339 Arg337

Gly267 Arg266

Arg264

TLR4

A -chain

Lys263

m

Glu369 Lys367

Gln436 Arg434
PAG

PAG

PAN

PAN

TLR4*

B - chain
h Lys122

Glu122

MD2
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m

Figure 14. The wedge with the schematic representation of the ligand-interacting differential amino acids which could explain the
lack of endotoxic responsiveness in the case of human cell lines regarding the murine cell system. When the site ‘Pan__Pan’ is
occupied, only chain a (green line) and chain c (yellow line) are bound to the antagonistic ligand. This binding mode with an inverted
ligand scaffold is seen in all hitherto known crystal structures alike (ANiX). The agonist pose (‘Pag__Pag’) also links the a-chain to the
b-chain which is a prerequisite for receptor dimerization (of which chains b and d form part; d is another MD-2 protein).

Table 7. Correlation between endotoxic effects, tested organisms and ligand structures.

Endotoxic

activities

Observed

for ligands For species

Endotoxicity

depends on

Receptor

electrostatics

Ligand

structures

Dual mode L4a m Species mPan¼ –1 mPag¼þ5 None (L4a¼ L4a)

Single mode LPS, LA, L4a, Eri h, e, c Ligands h, e, c Pan > 0

h, e, c Pag > 0

Number of fatty acids

Agonism LPS, LA h, m, e, c Ligands p. but overc. 6 acyl chains

Antagonism Eri h, m, e, c Ligands p. but overc. 4 acyl chains

Ligand dependency combined with species independency for LPS or LA as opposed to species dependency and ligand independency for L4a.

p. but overc.: present but overcompensated (by . . . entry in last column).
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2. For a given species, the Pag site of a dimeric wedge
(chains a and b; D) is always more positively charged
than the monomeric wedge (chain a; >). This finding
confers consistent activity relatedness to all known
crystal complexes: dimers represent agonism, and
monomers represent antagonism.

3. The strongest total net charge distribution can be
ascribed to the dimeric mouse wedge what fairly
reflects its unique agonistic effect on L4a. In addition,
human, equine and murine receptor complexes need
highly acetylated ligands (LA or LPS) to show an
agonistic effect because they indiscriminately possess
phosphate-attractive sites (positive Pag and Pan).

4. TLR4* and MD-2 (chains b and c) contribute to the
phosphate preferences.

5. The four wedges belong to two electrostatic pat-
terns: (a) for mouse, and (b) for human, equine
and also canine organisms. The mouse possesses
unique charge distribution between Pag and Pan
sites which is not shared by the three others.

All computed findings – except for MD simulations –
are in excellent keeping with the extant literature, also
cited by Meng et al.20: ‘Bryant and coworkers demon-
strated that under defined conditions, MD-2 and TLR4
were both required for the species-specific activation of
L4a, partially reconciling the contradiction between the
two theories’.52 In a docking study, Ohto et al. reported
how lipids interact with the lipophilic deep cavities of a
‘MD-2–related lipid recognition family’ of proteins.53

Standard MD falls short of expectations in our case
because the trajectories are subject to atomic-scale deci-
sions, and if the attracting side chains are deflected
during probe passage, no electrostatic influence is exer-
cised as if no charged amino acid had been present at
that particular location. Any effort to interpret the tra-
jectory as a plain reflection of electrostatic forces must
go astray. Yet, MD has offered opportunities in other
areas to investigate complex molecular behaviour
where conformational changes of ligands play a pivotal
role in a time-dependent manner and therefore have
already been applied to LPS-like ligands.4,12,54–58

Conclusions

Phosphate mono-anions interacted with amino acids of
the TLR4/MD-2 receptor complexes of four species to
identify intrinsic attraction or repulsion forces. Partial
and total charge effects were systematically studied by
the phosphate probes in the human, murine, equine
and canine wedges. To exclude misinterpretation of
the hitherto poorly understood concert of receptor spe-
cies specificities and steric and electronic influences of
LPS-like ligands with their variable bulk of fatty-acid
substituents, the computer simulations were reduced to

observe the electrostatic behaviour of the probe in the

four wedges.
Our wedge concept proved its usefulness because all

hitherto known agonist or antagonist crystal complexes

contain either a dimeric receptor complex with com-

plete wedge (D) or merely a TLR4/MD-2 monomer

or MD-2 with incomplete wedges (> or –) for binding.
Results of sequence composition analyses for differ-

ential residues, IAP maps and electrostatic energy esti-

mations coincide with docking results much more than

with MD. MD fell short of expectation due to a larger

portion of random walk of the probes during produc-

tion runs of 100 ns. The identification of the driving

electrostatic attraction/repulsion forces was hampered

in that it remained impossible to know how large the

degree of random walk contributions to the full trajec-

tory was during MD simulations. All other computa-

tional results were consistent and coincided in that the

human, equine and canine wedges belong to one group

sharing general electrostatic attractions at all phos-

phate interaction sites. These sites had been identified

based on crystal structures prior to modelling. In con-

trast, the murine system showed the strongest attrac-

tion at the phosphate-binding site for agonists (Pag).

Conversely, it possesses a unique repulsive phosphate

interaction site (Pan) which directs all hitherto known

antagonistic LPS-like ligands upon binding to mTLR4/

mMD-2.
The studied electrostatic forces alone cannot fully

explain why the common binding position of LPS-

like agonists (Pag) differs from that of antagonists

(Pan) in general, and also why endotoxic activity of

L4a is species dependent in particular. A more exhaus-

tive view has to incorporate the fatty-acid substitution

pattern, of which the under-acylation of L4a is a well-

documented illustration leading to dual activity.
In the same systematic way as the present study did

for electrostatics, future modelling studies could evalu-

ate those steric effects of variations in acylation pat-

terns (four, five or six fatty acids) in light of the

crystallographic observed binding differences.
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